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April 27th, 2018 San Francisco USA – Quizam Media Corporation (“the Company”)
(TSX-V: QQ) is pleased to announce that it has signed a deal with AC3, a notable player
in the digital content marketplace. AC3 will market ontrackTV to its growing global
market.
John Fields, AC3 co-founder, commented, “We are thrilled to have ontrackTV on board.
Their contemporary bit size learning format and high quality content fits perfectly on our
digital content marketplace. We’ve targeted OTV as a partner from the start since we are
both market leaders with growth velocity.”
Russ Rossi, CEO of ontrackTV, commented, “AC3 is a crypto currency leader. Their
cryptocoin consistently gains value week after week. We see this partnership as a super
charged new chapter for ontrackTV.”
Under the terms of the agreement all revenues derived from sales of ontrackTV
subscriptions go to ontrackTV in AC3 cryptocurrency.
About AC3
AC3 is a multi-purpose blockchain marketplace that allows content creators and educators to distribute, protect and
monetize their content. AC3 is the global leader in secure decentralized digital content transactions. The AC3 team are
content creators and educators themselves reaching over 2.5 million creators, designers and software developers every
month. AC3 is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Hacksaw International Incorporated.

About ontrackTV.com
ontrackTV is a wholly owned subsidiary of Quizam Media Corporation. ontrackTV uses high quality video
and live instructors to deliver computer training online. Easy to follow lessons are structured into a library
of hundreds of bite size, task led tutorials that support individuals with the training they need wherever and
whenever they need it.
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